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The Swiss Light Source (SLS) has been operational since 2001. In the last two decades, unique and
world-leading scientific programs and methods have developed from the SLS in fields as diverse as
macromolecular biology, imaging, and the electronic structure and behaviour of novel and complex
materials. These achievements have been largely underpinned by the excellent performance of the
electron accelerator and storage ring, which was considered the benchmark in this field until well
into the second decade of this century. With the advent of novel technologies in accelerator physics
and the consequent emergence of the next generation of storage-ring facilities, known as diffraction-
limited storage rings (or DLSRs), it has now become imperative to upgrade the SLS in like manner.
The general features of DLSRs, the characteristics of the new SLS 2.0 machine, and the scientific
opportunities it will offer are the subject of this in-part didactic article.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Swiss Light Source (SLS) has been serving the
international scientific community since 2001 in scien-
tific endeavours as diverse as bioimaging, molecular bi-
ology, novel electronic materials, nanomagnetism, catal-
ysis and energy research, and cultural heritage, to name
just some examples. Indeed, two recent Nobel prizes
were awarded for discoveries enabled by experimental
data obtained at the SLS [1–4].

The SLS has been a highly attractive research tool
for many reasons, including the reliability and stability
of the performance of the storage ring. A decade af-
ter its inauguration, the horizontal electron emittance
value of 5.5 nm rad (the concept of emittance is de-
scribed below) was considered to be a benchmark for
storage-ring facilities regarding how closely the actual
performance approximated the theoretically minimum
achievable value, given the ring size, storage-ring en-
ergy, and contemporary magnet-lattice technology 1.

Nonetheless, a quantum leap in storage-ring perfor-
mance was promised by innovations in magnet fabri-
cation and vacuum technologies that emerged in the
first decade of this century [7]. To appreciate the ap-
proximately two orders of magnitude improvement in
performance promised by these developments, the con-
cept of the figure-of-merit for synchrotrons called the

∗ Correspondence email address: philip.willmott@psi.ch
1 The original SLS design was in fact what today is called a
multi-bend achromat lattice. This design was attempted be-
tween 1993 and 1996 [5, 6]. The final design was changed to
the present triple-bend achromat, as no suitable multi-bend
solution could be found at the time.

‘brightness’, or ‘brilliance’, must be understood. We
thus begin with a short exposition on machine physics.

II. SOME BASIC STORAGE-RING MACHINE
PHYSICS

A. Brightness and emittance

Brightness encapsulates the most important param-
eters of synchrotron radiation in a single number (see
Figure 1). It is defined as the flux of photons produced
per unit time and in a defined bandwidth from a source
exhibiting a certain source area and divergence, and is
specifically given by

B =
ph/s

σxσy × σ′xσ′y × 0.1% BW
, (1)

whereby σx,y (in mm) and σ′x,y (in mrad) represent the
source size and divergence, respectively, in the x- and
y-directions. An undulator source at a modern third-
generation synchrotron facility can expect to deliver
brilliances of the order of 1019 to 1020 ph/(s · mm2 ·
mrad2 · 0.1% BW).

The combined quantity of source size and divergence
found in the denominator of the expression for brilliance
is referred to as emittance, ε. The horizontal emittance
in the orbital plane, εx = σxσ

′
x is generally larger than

the vertical emittance in the vertical plane εy = σyσ
′
y.2

2 Here we neglect possible correlations between particle posi-
tions and angles. More precisely, emittance is defined as
εx =

√
〈x2〉〈x′2〉 − 〈xx′〉2, with the brackets defining averages.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the parameters determining bril-
liance, see Equation 1. The root-mean-square (RMS) source
sizes (σx,y) and divergences (σ′x,y) in the planes perpendic-
ular to the direction of radiation define the emittance; the
relative bandwidth is given by the bandwidth ∆ν divided by
the central frequency ν,a delivering a flux given in ph s−1.
a The relationship between photon energy, wavelength, and
frequency is E = hν = hc/λ.

Importantly, the emittance in any one plane is the
convolution of the emittance associated with the elec-
tron beam, εe, with that due to photon emission, εp.
The former is dictated by the details of the magnet
lattice (more on which we discuss presently), while the
latter is a fundamental property associated with diffrac-
tion phenomena and depends only on the photon wave-
length. It can be shown that the source size and diver-
gence of radiation from an undulator source of length
L, ignoring contributions from the electron beam, are
given by

σp =
√
λL/4π; (2)

σ′p =
√
λ/L, (3)

and hence

εp =
λ

4π
. (4)

The ratio σp/σ′p is referred to as the photonic beta
function βp = L/4π, which has units of length and is
independent of the radiation wavelength. Analogously,
the beta function of the electron beam is given by βe =
σe/σ′e, which can be manipulated using electron optics.

In the hard x-ray regime for which λ ∼ 1 Å (12-keV
photons), the photon emittance is of the order of 10 pm

rad. Even for photon energies in the regime of 1 keV,
εp ∼ 100 pm rad, the photon emittance is between one
and two orders of magnitude smaller than the electron
emittance in third-generation facilities.

B. Multibend achromats and the diffraction limit

The electron emittance is determined by the so-called
radiation equilibrium: like in a spectrometer, the bend-
ing magnets forming the storage ring lattice deflect par-
ticles depending on their energy spread – an effect called
dispersion. The quantum nature of photon emission in-
troduces a stochastic spread of individual electron en-
ergies, which then is translated into the orbital plane
through dispersion. On the other hand, continuous en-
ergy loss to radiation in combination with acceleration
of the electrons in the radio frequency cavities of the
storage ring provides damping of the energy fluctua-
tions. Finally, the emittance of the electron beam is
given by the competing effects of radiation damping
and quantum excitation forming an equilibrium, which
is solely determined by the structure of the magnet lat-
tice.

Obviously, in order to adjust the equilibrium beam
emittance to low values requires that the dispersion re-
mains small inside the bending magnets. This means
one should rather use many small bending magnets in-
stead of a few big ones, in order to prevent the disper-
sion from growing to large values inside the magnet.

Thus, the quintessential feature of the fourth-
generation synchrotron facility is the employment of
so-called multibend achromats (MBAs) in the arc sec-
tors of the storage ring. What is meant by this term?
Classically, the arc sectors of synchrotrons, that is, the
regions which are responsible for bending the electron
beam into a closed path, are served by so-called double-
bend achromats3.

3 Some third-generation facilities, notably the SLS, use a triple
bend achromat, but this is a detail that need not concern us
here.
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Figure 2. Schematics of a double bend achromat (DBA) and
multi-bend achromat (MBA). The red line indicates the dis-
persion, which is refocused by magnetic lenses (quadrupoles)
in order to minimize it inside the dipoles and to suppress it
in the straight sections, where the undulators are located.

A double-bend achromat (DBA), as depicted in Fig-
ure 2, uses two bending-magnet dipoles separated by
focusing quadrupole magnets. This is the most simple
system to suppress dispersion in the straight sections.
A multibend achromat is similar, but uses several small
DBAs in a row, typically between 5 and 9, to execute
a given arc angle. An MBA with M dipoles contains
(M − 1) DBA cells (Figure 2 bottom).

Limiting the dispersion growth inside the bending
magnets enables dramatic emittance reduction: calcu-
lating the minimum horizontal electron emittance theo-
retically attainable by an MBA structure we find that it
is proportional to the third power of the bending angle
θ of the dipole [8]. Precisely,

εex =
Cqγ

2

12
√

15 Jx
θ3, (5)

where γ = E/mec
2 is the ratio of the storage ring

energy to the electron rest-mass energy, and Cq =
3.832 × 10−13 m. The parameter Jx in the denomi-
nator depends on the distribution of radiation damping
to transverse and longitudinal dimensions and typically
has values between 1 and 2.

Note that εex depends on the square of the storage-
ring energy. Despite this, the upgrade of the SLS in-
cludes an increase in this parameter from E = 2.4 to
2.7 GeV, as this will facilitate access to photon energies
well in excess of 40 keV, which is especially interesting
for both imaging and chemical spectroscopies, two ar-
eas of research in which the SLS has historically been a
leading player.

The path to low emittance by building a lattice from
many small magnets became viable once miniaturiza-
tion of accelerator components became feasible, in par-
ticular with regards to the magnets and the cross-
section of the vacuum vessels containing the circulating
electrons.

For a storage ring containing N arcs of M dipoles
each, the bending angle per dipole simply is θ =

Figure 3. Plot of horizontal electron emittances weighted
by the square of the storage-ring energy as a function of
ring circumference (see Equation 5), for both a selection
of third- (orange data points) and fourth-generation (blue)
synchrotrons. Note the approximately fortyfold improve-
ment in the weighted emittance for the SLS 2.0 upgrade,
highlighted in red. The inset shows the cross-sections of the
electron beams at SLS and SLS 2.0 compared to a typical
human hair.

2π/N(M − 1), and Equation 5 becomes

εex =
2Cqγ

2π3

3
√

15 Jx

1

N3(M − 1)3
(6)

⇒ εex[nm rad] = 7834
(E [GeV])

2

Jx

1

N3(M − 1)3
. (7)

Therefore, SLS 2.0, for which N = 12 and M = 7,
has a theoretical ultimate horizontal electron emittance
of 153 pm rad (for Jx = 1). The actual goal value,
considering subtleties that go well beyond the scope of
this introductory text, is εex = 158 pm rad (Figure 3).

From our expression given in Equation 4, we can cal-
culate that radiation with the same emittance εp as εex
will, for SLS 2.0, have a wavelength of 19.73 Å, equat-
ing to a photon energy of approximately 630 eV; these
are referred to as the ‘diffraction-limited wavelength’
λDL and ‘diffraction-limited energy’ hνDL, respectively.
For photon energies much smaller than this, the pho-
ton contribution to the total emittance dominates, and
no substantial gain is made by attempts to improve
the electron emittance further4. This is the meaning
of diffraction-limited storage rings – their performance

4 Note that, for third-generation facilities, the ‘diffraction-limited
photon energy’ is of the order of 20 eV.
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Figure 4. Plot of the theoretically optimal horizontal elec-
tron emittance εex as a function of the number of straights
N in a 2.7-GeV synchrotron ring and number of dipoles M
within a single arc sector, according to Equation 6. Values
for N = 12, 20, and 32 were selected, as these correspond
to SLS 2.0, MAX-IV, and ESRF-EBS, respectively. Also in-
cluded as dot-dash lines are the fundamental photon emit-
tances for 1 and 10-keV photons, given by Equation 4, and
the position of SLS 2.0, labelled as the black X.

is limited, at least for photon energies below that for
which εp = εex, by fundamental diffraction phenomena.
We summarize this in Figure 4.

The electron emittance is a constant around the stor-
age ring for a given magnet lattice. In the above, how-
ever, we have not considered how this is distributed be-
tween divergence and electron-beam size – is the beam
very small but highly divergent (low βe), or larger and
more parallel (high βe)? Importantly, although the elec-
tron emittance remains constant for a given ring, one
can manipulate βe using the electron optics such as the
quadrupole magnets and the combined function mag-
nets, which are magnets providing focusing and bend-
ing simultaneously. Now, because the total emittance
is the convolution of the electron- and photon contribu-
tions, it is easy to demonstrate that the beta function
of the electron emittance is optimized, and thereby the
total emittance is minimized, when it equals that of the
photon emittance, i.e., L/4π, that is, of the order of a
few tens of cm, depending on the undulator length.

C. Coherence

To conclude this whistle-stop précis of the most im-
portant aspects of storage-ring and radiation parame-
ters, we briefly discuss coherence. Within the figure of
merit of brightness are the parameters that quantita-

Figure 5. Coherent radiation can be extracted from a broad-
band, spatially extended source by the use of a pinhole and
a dispersive element that selects a narrow band of wave-
lengths.

tively define coherence – the emittance and the relative
spectral bandwidth. Consider a broadband and spa-
tially distributed source such as an incandescent light
bulb (Figure 5). The source emittance can be reduced
by placing a slit or pinhole in front of the source. This
determines the ‘spatial’, or ‘transverse’ coherence. In
the case of synchrotrons, the slit (or source) size is given
by the transverse spatial extent of the beam. Even
for soft x-ray sources below a few keV, this is domi-
nated by the size of the electron beam, as this will be
of the order of tens of microns or more, much larger
than the radiation’s wavelength, measured in nanome-
ters or angstroms. The divergence is given by the
Fourier transform of the source profile; accordingly, the
full-width half-maximum (FWHM) subtended angle is
approximately equal to the ratio of the wavelength to
the beam FWHM, of the order of 10−4 rad for soft
x-radiation. Secondly, a dispersive element such as a
monochromator suppresses all radiation apart from a
narrow bandwidth. Now, the radiation is both spatially
and longitudinally (or temporally) coherent. Both the
emittance and relative spectral bandwidth are included
in the definition of brilliance.

The transverse coherence length at a distance R from
a source of width D is given by

l(t)c =
λR

2D
=

λR

2
√
πσx,y

. (8)

Hence, in the orbital plane of the synchrotron, DLSRs
have transverse coherence lengths of several hundred
microns, up to two orders of magnitude larger than
those typically found at third-generation facilities.

The ‘temporal’, or ‘longitudinal’ coherence length,
determined by the degree of monochromacity, is given
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by

l(l)c =
λ2

∆λ
. (9)

The temporal coherence length thus depends on any dis-
persive element in the beamline, particularly monochro-
mators. A Si(111) double-crystal monochromator has
an intrinsic relative bandwidth of approximately 1.4 ×
10−4, which, for 1-Å-radiation leads to l

(l)
c ∼ 1 µm.

Note that DLSR technologies do not intrinsically pro-
vide advantages in longitudinal coherence compared to
third-generation facilities.

Finally, it should be noted that this definition of co-
herence is more relaxed in one aspect than that defining
coherence in lasers and XFELs, namely in the phase re-
lationship between individual emitters. The action of
stimulated emission in a laser medium means that the
stimulated radiation not only has the same photon en-
ergy and direction, but is also in phase with the stimu-
lating radiation. The same is true for the self-amplified
spontaneous emission (SASE) radiation pulses gener-
ated in XFELs – the electrons are bathed in the field
of the radiation they produce and are squeezed into
microbunches separated from one another by the ra-
diation’s wavelength. Hence, in the case of lasers and
XFELs, the amplitudes of the Np individual emitters
add coherently and the intensity is therefore propor-
tional to N2

p . In the case of synchrotrons, emission is
entirely stochastic and the coherent intensity is thus di-
rectly proportional to Np.

III. SOURCES AT THE SLS 2.0 UPGRADE

A graphical summary of the expected brilliances of
the x-ray sources at SLS 2.0 is provided in Figure 6
The six hard x-ray undulator beamlines are served by
the CPMUs and one HTSU10, while four hard x-ray
bending-magnet beamlines have two warm superbends
(2.1 T) and two superconducting superbends (5 T). The
five remaining straights produce soft and tender x-rays,
and are served by combinations of the elliptical undu-
lators (UEXX).

A. Hard x-ray undulators

An exciting aspect of the upgrade is that improve-
ments in the brilliance also enable other innovations
further down the technological chain, notably in the
field of undulator development.

The description of the interference phenomena that
lead to the spectral output from undulators is given by

mλm(θ) =
λu
2γ2

(
1 +

K2

2
+ γ2θ2

)
, (10)

Figure 6. Brilliance curves of the SLS 2.0 sources. CPMU
= cryogenic permanent-magnet undulator; HTSU = high-
temperature superconducting undulator; UE = elliptical un-
dulator; two-digit suffices = undulator periodicity in mm.
BM = bending magnet; SB = superbend; field strengths in
Tesla.

whereby λm is the wavelength of the mth harmonic, λu
is the periodicity of the undulator magnet array (typi-
cally measured in cm), the Lorentz factor γ = E/mec

2

is the ratio of the electrons’ storage-ring energy to their
rest-mass energy (of the order of several thousand), and

K = 0.934λu[cm]B0[T] ∼ 1 (11)

is the magnetic deflection parameter describing the ra-
tio of the maximum angular excursion of the electron
beam as it passes through the undulator’s magnet array
to the natural opening angle of the synchrotron radia-
tion, which is itself equal to 1/γ. The second term in the
brackets, γ2θ2, describes the contribution from off-axis
radiation. This results in broad lobes on the low-energy
flanks of the main undulator maxima.

Importantly, the ratio of the horizontal width of the
electron beam to the amplitude of its oscillations in-
duced by the undulator is, for third-generation facilities
approximately 100. In contrast, this same ratio is ap-
proximately 10 or smaller for DLSRs. This means that
the maximum off-axis angle for emitted undulator radi-
ation at DLSRs is much smaller and hence this contri-
bution is largely suppressed, as summarised in Figure 7.

This narrower electron beam presents several techno-
logical opportunities. Firstly, entire undulator maxima
can be used for those experiments that do not require
a very small relative bandwidth but require as many
photons per unit time on the sample as is possible. At
SLS 2.0, these might include certain types of diffrac-
tion techniques such as serial crystallography [9–13],
lensless imaging that relies primarily on the transverse
(and not longitudinal) coherence [14], and imaging tech-
niques such as phase-contrast tomography [15, 16].
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Figure 7. Comparison of the brilliance of undulator spectra
at third- and fourth-generation facilities. Top: the width of
the electron beam passing through an undulator at third-
generation facilities is approximately two orders of magni-
tude larger than the oscillation amplitude, while at DLSRs,
it might only be approximately ten times, or even less. Bot-
tom: consequently, less off-axis radiation (given by Equa-
tion 10) is produced by undulators at DLSRs. Note also
the enhanced brilliance at the spectral peaks for the DLSR.
Both simulated spectra were generated for a U12 undulator
(that is, λu = 12 mm) containing 120 magnet periods, for
K = 1.6, 400 mA, and a storage-ring energy, currently used
at SLS, of 2.4 GeV. Adapted from [8] with permission from
John Wiley & Sons.

Figure 8. Novel developments in hard x-ray insertion de-
vices. (a) The central Halbach array of poles and mag-
nets can be made to be significantly narrower, thanks to
the reduced lateral extent of the electron beam in the or-
bital plane as it passes through the ID in DLSRs compared
to third-generation facilities. Consequently, the forces for a
given central magnetic-field strength will be lower. More-
over, the central magnet array can be flanked by arrays in
which the poles are opposed (N-N or S-S), thus reducing the
total forces even more. The configuration is shown in (b).
The reduction in force is typically a factor of eight or more
(c), allowing for far more compact and inexpensive mechan-
ical designs.

Secondly, the reduced oscillations of the electron
beam due to the improved injection scheme from the
booster means that as it passes along the undulator,
the width of the magnets needed to produce a homoge-
neous field across the central axis can be reduced. This
means that the forces acting on the undulator support
structure become concomitantly smaller. Moreover, the
additional space won by making the magnets narrower
also allows the incorporation of two additional sets of
magnets, one to each side of the central array, which,
in contrast to the central array, are poled so that they
repel (Figure 8). This will reduce the net forces on
the undulator frame by well over an order of magni-
tude compared to standard devices used today, and will
likely make them cheaper and much more compact and
reliable.

A further ambitious R&D project in the area of hard
x-ray insertion devices is being pursued as part of the
upgrade program, namely the development of an ultra-
short period hard x-ray device (λu = 10 mm) in order to
access photon energies in excess of 50 keV, despite the
moderate storage-ring energy of SLS 2.0 of 2.7 GeV.
This requires high K-values in order to enhance the
intensities of higher-harmonic radiation, which in turn
means that magnetic-field strengths are required that
can only be generated using superconducting materials
(Equation 11) [17].

B. Soft x-ray undulators

DLSRs, with their smaller horizontal beam size, are
more sensitive to vibrations arising from water cool-
ing of the optical elements. The APPLE X undulators
for SLS 2.0, with shorter period lengths, provide 50 %
more periods, at higher magnetic-field strengths and in-
creased electron energy. This increases the heat load on
the front-end and into the beamlines by approximately
a factor of five. Optical elements such as monochroma-
tors and mirrors at beamlines receiving radiation from
these undulators require more aggressive cooling with
potential vibration problems from the water flow.

The Knot-APPLE undulator configuration proposed
in 2013 [18] and demonstrated in 2015 [19] will overcome
this problem by shifting all the higher harmonics above
the fundamental off the central axis, thus reducing the
on-axis heat load. Following the earlier ‘figure-8’ con-
cept for planar undulators at SPring-8, which guided
higher harmonics away from the axis [20], the Knot
scheme works for all polarisations in APPLE undula-
tors. By adding an orthogonal magnetic field with three
times longer period, the on-axis power can be reduced
while maintaining a high degree of polarisation.

The horizontal field can be superimposed so that the
APPLE concept with four magnet arrays can be kept.
For SLS 2.0 APPLE X undulators, the Knot scheme will
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be implemented based on a Halbach configuration with
eight instead of four magnets per period. This gives
about 5 % higher field and magnets of half thickness
are anyhow needed. An optimisation study showed that
even small orthogonal fields result in effective reductions
(a factor 9 for a 90-mm and factor 4 for a 36-mm period)
of the on-axis power with only a 5% reduction in the flux
of the fundamental harmonic. A set of 24 magnets form
a super-period using varying magnetization angles.

It should be noted that the Knot scheme is limited to
the first harmonic. The photon energy of the Knot un-
dulator depends on both fields and is therefore shifted
towards lower energies. The new generation of syn-
chrotrons will provide on-axis or close to on-axis in-
jection schemes which enable the use the more effective
APPLE X or APPLE 3 undulator configurations with
a large K-value range so that the entire soft x-ray range
from the carbon (ca. 280 eV) to the silicon K-edge (ca.
1850 eV) can be covered. However, there are two satel-
lites around the fundamental which provide different
polarisations but also of a high degree. They might be
used to further extend the photon energy range.

IV. SLS 2.0 BEAMLINE PORTFOLIO AND
SCIENCE PROGRAM

The future scientific mission of photon science at
SLS will be founded firmly on already established
fields of excellence at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI).
Among others, the SLS to date has produced world-
leading research in activities as varied as scanning
lensless imaging (ptychographic tomography), single-
wavelength diffraction of macromolecular molecules
(native-SAD), full-field tomography, soft x-ray angular-
resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES), and res-
onant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS). All of these
techniques will profit considerably from the upgrade,
which we summarise in this section.

A. Phase-contrast tomography

The overall flux increase and energy range extension
of the new storage ring, coupled with a 5-T superbend
at ‘S-TOMCAT’ and installation of a U10 undulator
(briefly mentioned in Section IIIA) at ‘I-TOMCAT’,
will lead to game-changing improvements for x-ray to-
mography at SLS 2.0 (See Figure 6). Moreover, the sig-
nificantly larger horizontal transverse coherence length
of SLS 2.0, given by the much-improved horizontal emit-
tance, will yield an almost isotropic transverse coher-
ence function. This translates to an enhanced image
quality in phase-contrast images. S-TOMCAT, an up-
grade of the present TOMCAT facility, will continue to

accept larger samples up to the order of a centimeter lin-
ear dimension; The entirely new beamline I-TOMCAT
will concentrate on samples that are typically of the
order of 1 mm or smaller.

Phase-contrast imaging relies on the detection of in-
terference fringes arising from subtle differential refrac-
tion of the x-ray beam at interfaces between materials
with low absorption but slightly different refractive in-
dices. Before the upgrade, the horizontal fringe visi-
bility has been significantly reduced due to source size
blurring. Much sharper fringes at SLS 2.0 will dra-
matically boost phase-contrast sensitivity. New phase-
reconstruction algorithms that go beyond simple single-
fringe detection are already under development in the
community [21]. This will be particularly important for
coarse-resolution scans in hierarchical multiscale imag-
ing [22] and in high-energy experiments, both of which
require larger propagation distances; and for high-speed
measurements, where the enhanced fringe visibility will
allow feature detection even for exposures with very
poor signal-to-noise ratios [23]. Indeed, in fast tomog-
raphy at SLS 2.0, it is expected that even for small
samples with linear dimensions below 1 mm, the max-
imum data-acquisition rate, measured in several hun-
dred tomograms per second, may no longer be limited
by photon flux, but by the centripetal forces acting on
the sample during rotation (with a synchrotron as the
radiation source, we must rotate the sample rather than
the source, in contrast to hospital CAT, where the pa-
tient is stationary and the source and detector rotate).

B. Ptychography and ptychographic tomography

In coherent diffraction imaging (CDI), coherent scat-
tering patterns, also called ‘speckle patterns’, are used
to computationally reconstruct 2D or 3D images, ex-
ceeding the resolving power of ‘classical’ x-ray micro-
scope techniques, often by over two orders of magni-
tude. As in all scattering techniques, CDI needs to
overcome the phase problem, that is, that the scatter-
ing intensities, rather than the amplitudes and phases,
are recorded and thus the phase information is lost. In
CDI and crystallography, order constraints such as pos-
itive electron density and interatomic distances, respec-
tively, are employed to overcome the phase problem.
In ptychography, an extended object is illuminated by
coherent flux in a scanning mode, whereby there is sig-
nificant overlap, of the order of 50 % or more, between
successive illuminations (see Figure 9) [24, 25]. This
not only provides the extremely strong constraint that
the reconstructed real-space image of the overlap re-
gion of two illuminations must be consistent, but also
affords the possibility of recording over volumes that are
limited only by computing power/data storage; results
composed of as many as tens of gigavoxels have already
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Figure 9. Principle of image reconstruction in ptychography. (a) An object is locally illuminated and the forward-scattered
radiation is captured on an x-ray detector. If the phases of the individual amplitudes (these being proportional to the square
root of the recorded intensity in each pixel) are correctly chosen, the inverse Fourier transform (IFT) will yield a real-space
image of the region of the sample which was illuminated. (b) The sample is moved through a distance ∆y which is smaller
than the illumination diameter, and the next scattering pattern is recorded and IFT calculated. The region common to the
first and second illuminations (i.e., the region encompassed by the dashed circle and the edge of the image) should thus
be identical. It is this condition which is used to ensure that the phases have been correctly chosen, through an iterative
algorithm [24]. (c) By scanning the sample over a large area and recording the scattering pattern at each step, very large
volumes of the object can be reconstructed, limited only by the computer power and storage capacity on the one hand, and
the dosage on the other.

been demonstrated.
Ptychography can thus be thought of as the marriage

of CDI and scanning transmission x-ray microscopy
(STXM).

The cSAXS beamline has been at the forefront of de-
velopments in ptychography and its application to the
life [26] and engineering sciences [27], weak magnetic
contrast [28–30], and sample dynamics [30]. Impor-
tantly, improvements in the upgraded beamline that ex-
tend well beyond the increase in coherent flux provided
by the machine upgrade will mean that the available
photon flux will be as much as three or four orders of
magnitude greater than presently possible. These in-
clude an upgraded short-period undulator, a multilayer
monochromator with a relative bandwidth of approxi-
mately 0.01, and high-efficiency reflective focussing op-
tics to replace the diffractive optics used to date.

Advanced ptychography will not be limited to the
cSAXS beamline. Both the PHOENIX and SIM beam-
lines have already begun programs in the tender and
soft x-ray regimes, respectively, in close collabora-
tion with cSAXS, notably with regards to the recon-
struction algorithms. Emphasis will be laid on nano-

spectroscopic methods on samples as diverse as vitri-
fied biological specimens, nanomagnetic structures, and
battery materials.

C. Macromolecular crystallography

Although, at the time of writing, well over 150’000
atomic-resolution structures of biological molecules and
their complexes have been deposited in the Pro-
tein Data Bank (PDB), one important class of pro-
tein, namely membrane proteins, is extremely under-
represented; they constitute approximately 2 % of the
deposited structures in the PDB, but account for one
third of all known proteins and two thirds of medicinal
drug targets. The primary reason for this anomaly is
that membrane proteins and in particular their subset
G-protein couple receptors (GPCRs), are, with some
notable exceptions, extremely difficult to crystallize be-
yond the size of a few microns, due to their hydrophobic
nature. This problem is mitigated to an extent by us-
ing lipidic cubic phases (LCPs) as the crystallization
medium.
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Nonetheless, MX studies of membrane proteins gen-
erally require micron or submicron focussing. At third-
generation facilities, this demands an optical demagni-
fication factor of the order of 100 or more with corre-
sponding divergences on the sample of approximately
3 mrad. This can result in unacceptable blurring and
overlapping of neighbouring diffraction peaks, espe-
cially for proteins exhibiting large unit cell dimensions.
At fourth-generation facilities, this problem is reduced
by an amount approximately equal to the improvement
in emittance, namely a factor of fifty of thereabouts.

Only a limited amount of any given diffraction sig-
nal can be obtained from a given crystal before ra-
diation damage sets in. Individual microcrystals nor-
mally suffer too much radiation damage before they
can deliver a complete data set for structure determina-
tion, hence diffraction data from multiple crystals are
merged. Prompted by successes in serial femtosecond
crystallography pioneered at XFELs, there has been a
concerted effort towards similar approaches using syn-
chrotron radiation in a technique coined synchrotron
serial crystallography (SSX) [13]. SSX can be carried
out at both room temperature and cryogenic conditions,
requiring novel techniques in sample preparation, de-
livery, data collection, and processing. Indeed, room-
temperature crystallography is experiencing a renais-
sance through SSX [11]. Despite the one to two orders of
magnitude reduction in the highest tolerable dose com-
pared to cryo-MX, RT-SSX offers several advantages,
including sampling conformational landscapes, dispens-
ing with cryoprotectants, and, complementary to fs –
ns studies at XFELs, providing the possibility of inves-
tigating dynamic processes down to microsecond time
scales. It is noted that, in the era of COVID-19, MX
and cryoEM have proven to be highly effective comple-
mentary tools in understanding the structural nature
and biochemical pathways of this novel virus, leading
to an unprecedented program of rapid drug discovery
and vaccine development [31].

Most membrane proteins are relatively small – for ex-
ample, GPCRs are almost all under 40 kDa, excluding
them from investigation using cryo-EM. Even molecules
up to 250 kDa cannot, in almost all cases, be investi-
gated via cryo-EM with a resolution that is sufficient
for atomic-scale studies. MX at SLS 2.0 will therefore
concentrate on such systems, individually tailoring case-
for-case the division of the improved emittance between
divergence and focus size.

SSX will function far more efficiently and allow a
whole vista of new macromolecules to be investigated
with the micron- and submicron-sized parallel beams
promised by SLS 2.0. Since many membrane proteins
are expected to be novel, experimental phasing will be
required to reveal their structures. Recent progress
in native-SAD phasing (in which the PSI is a leading
player) has led to great advances in de novo phase de-

termination [32]. SLS 2.0 will provide a timely oppor-
tunity to optimize the existing three MX beamlines for
native-SAD experiments, which require x-rays down to
as low as 3 keV and sample environments with minimum
background scattering and absorption.

Higher photon intensities than are generally acces-
sible for the present MX beamlines at SLS are possi-
ble by increasing the relative bandwidth of the inci-
dent monochromatized radiation. Except for the very
largest-unit-cell samples, an increase in bandwidth, and
hence also photon-delivery rates, by a factor of 10
through the use of multilayer monochromators, could
be easily tolerated. Combined with detectors capable
of frame-rates of hundreds of Hz, SSX at SLS 2.0 will
not only enable biologists to study structure and func-
tion of largely unexplored protein families, but also pave
the way for high-throughput, structure-based, drug dis-
covery of membrane proteins (‘fragment screening’), an
application entirely unsuited to cryo-EM, but one that
will become still more central to MX as the realm of
membrane proteins and GPCRs begins to reveal itself.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Electron-accelerator photon sources have a re-
markable track record in science, technology and
biomedicine. The underlying physics as well as a de-
mand for seeing matter at the atomic and nanoscale en-
sure that they will continue to be essential for scientific
and technical progress in the future. Therefore, most
third-generation electron storage rings are either con-
sidering or actively undergoing an upgrade to a DLSR.
At the Paul Scherrer Institute, the plans for the up-
graded SLS 2.0 extend beyond simple improvements of
the emittance (and thereby also the brilliance), includ-
ing novel magnet-lattice elements and x-ray sources pio-
neered at the PSI. This will maintain the pre-eminence
of PSI, the ETH Domain, and Switzerland in photon
science, which has been established by the current SLS
and SwissFEL for the foreseeable future.

The machine upgrade in conjunction with novel
source technologies will increase the most relevant ex-
perimental parameters at the endstations by well over
two orders of magnitude in the hard x-ray regime
(10), which will have very substantial benefits to
many methods, including ptychography, full-field to-
mography, macromolecular crystallography, soft x-ray
ARPES, and resonant inelastic x-ray scattering.

Indeed, even greater improvements by up to another
factor of 100 are anticipated through adaptations in
x-ray optics, most notably in the use of multilayer
monochromators in stead of crystal monochromators at
hard x-ray beamlines, and the substitution of hitherto
more conventional but lossy refractive and diffractive
focussing elements such as compound refractive lenses
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Figure 10. Improvement factors in brilliance, flux, coherent
fraction, and coherent flux for the SLS 2.0 upgrade com-
pared to the present SLS, with the new storage-ring energy
of 2.7 GeV, for selected photon energies. The undulators
assumed in the original SLS are UE212 (8.4 m) for 20 and
200 eV, UE56 (3.6 m) for 500, 1000, and 2000 eV, and U19
(1.8 m) for higher photon energies. The corresponding un-
dulators in SLS 2.0 are UE90 (4.4 m), UE36 (4.4 m), and
CPMU15 (3 m).

and Fresnel zone plates with reflecting elements such
as Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors, which can be made to be
more compact than previously possible, thanks to the
reduced source sizes.

The design, construction and exploitation of SLS 2.0
will enable not only advanced research and education,
but also the continued excellence of technology transfer
demonstrated by SLS these last two decades, especially
in partnership with InnovAare, the node of the Swiss
Innovation Park to be located next to SLS 2.0.

SLS 2.0 is highly synergistic with SwissFEL, co-
located at PSI to create a unique centre for accelerator-
based photon science in Switzerland. The people and
expertise which enabled the recent completion of Swiss-
FEL are now deployed for SLS 2.0. Many of the tech-
nologies developed for the SwissFEL project, ranging
from serial crystallography to Apple-X undulators, were
originally developed for SwissFEL and our now being
exported to SLS 2.0; we expect similar fertilization of
the Porthos upgrade of SwissFEL which will follow SLS
2.0.
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